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Foam Tests In The Field
Since the fluorine free foam movement has been picking up speed, I’ve been pinged lately 
by special ops. officers and dealers about proper procedures for testing or comparing 
Underwriters Laboratory Listed, fluorine free foams, of which there are two: NFPA 11 (U.L. 
GFGV) Standard for Low-Medium and Hi-Expansion Foams and NFPA 18 (U.L. GOHR) 
Standard on Wetting Agents. Listed agents will identify container contents as “FOAM 
LIQUID CONCENTRATE (NFPA 11) or WETTING AGENT CONCENTRATE (NFPA 18).

The fact that there are two performance standard tends to throw confusion in the 
comparison process since WETTING AGENT CONCENTRATES are tested on heptane, 
floated on two-inches of water (hydrocarbon test fuel) at a three to five times higher 
application rates than FOAM LIQUID CONCENTRATES. This is often overlooked by 
specification writers and FD testers in the field.


Underwriters Laboratory Standard162 
have fire test application rates for both 
classes of agents. Both are tested in fifty 
square foot steel test pans on 62.5 
gallons of heptane, floating on two-inches 
of water. (Heptane flash point 20 ℉)


WETTING AGENT CONCENTRATES are 
tested at 10 gpm (0.2 gpm/ ft 2) and AFFF 
FOAM LIQUID CONCENTRATES are 
tested at a five time lower rate, 2 gpm 
(0.04 gpm/ ft 2) . Synthetic Fluorine Free 
Foam (SFFF or F3) are tested at a three times lower rate, 3 gpm (0.06 gpm/ ft 2). There are 
no alcohol resistant WETTING AGENT CONCENTRATES as are with FOAM LIQUID 
CONCENTRATES. Note: water, which is 94 parts of wetting solution will extinguish most 
alcohols at a dilution rate of five to eight times dilute as long as fuel is in confinement.


Since gasoline blended with ethanol (flash point -45 ℉) is the most common, and frankly 
the most dangerous fuel fire department responders are likely to face, it makes sense that 
any field comparison tests be done on E-10 or E-15 gasoline with no water bottom, since 
water will pull ethanol out of the gasoline. Wetting Agents are not likely to extinguish 
gasoline in a water bottom free test - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kCCoNBPwFE

A small scale U.L. test pan (10 ft2 ) a properly scaled nozzle and pump are available for 
rent. Email author at info@combatsuppportproducts.com/  See page 2 for more.


Jim Cottrell

Standard 50 ft2  UL Test Pan

Extinguishing hydrocarbons with wetting agents rely on fuel in confinement. An air foam 
blanket will follow and spread on a fuel spill fire. This real world fact is often overlooked 
in sales demonstrations.
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Since 1988, Jim Cottrell has been National Foam’s eastern factory agent. He chaired the IFSTA 
Foam Technical Committee and is a member of Underwriters Laboratories 162, Foam Standards 
Panel. Jim is an accomplished investigator, speaker and a nationally recognized instructor /lecturer. 
Jim’s Combat Support Products division manufacturers specialty firefighting trailers and skids.
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